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Oh the lies the ‘victim pimps’ tell in

their quest to raise money to abolish all

prostitution...  and it’s NOT 

‘for our own good’!

“One in three runaways is recruited by a pimp

within 48 hours of leaving home...”

WHERE DO THEY GET THIS STUFF?

They ought to tell the FBI where  to find these

pimps, because the FBI can’t seem to find very

many victims or many of these pimps either:

JULY 26 to July 28, 2013 "Operation Cross

Country”—3 days, 3,900 agents (local, state

and federal) in 76 cities- concluded with the

‘recovery (ARREST) of 105 sexually exploited

children’ and the arrests of 150 pimps and other

individuals (adult prostitutes).

Why, that is an astonishing 1.4 children

rescued per city, using 37.1  law enforcement

agents per rescue and giving each pimp 0.7

child to exploit... 

And it was nearly as successful as the last two

‘recovery efforts’  in 2011 and 2012...

You’d think that with 4,680 acts of sexual 

violence and rape per minor per year, they’d be

able to locate a few more victims and pimps...

Perhaps if the cops weren’t so busy molesting

children they might have time to look for

victims...

And it might help if,
when a police chief
is caught  having
raped a THREE

YEAR OLD GIRL-
TWICE- he at least
be sent to prison for

a week or two
rather than being

sentenced to 
PROBATION...

as Pike Co. Ohio
Chief Deputy Clyde
Franklin Sanders Jr.

received when
sentenced in 
July 2013...

In 2012, over 200
cops - including a
number of police

chiefs- were charged
with or sentenced for
molesting children.

That is NOT an 
estimate!

According to the FBI Bureau ofJustice Statistics, over a period of 
32 years- from  1981- 2012, themajority of females arrestedfor prostitution were between 25 and29. Statistically then, it would be impossible for an‘average age for entry into prostitution’ to be 13, or 14,or 15 or even 17...Women who are in their60s were and are beingarrested for prostitution-in fact, there were803,065 women over 30arrested for prostitution during that period from

According to the FBI Bureau of
Justice Statistics, 

in 32 years-  from  1981- 2012,
the total number of  arrests  of

females  under 18 (minors) 
for prostitution:  35,371

THAT’S 1.81% of ALL female
arrests for prostitution...

Of these,  
17,235 were 17 years of age,
9,124 were 16 years of age,
5,082were 15 years of age,

3,477 were aged 13- 14
259 were aged 10- 12

and 187 were under 10...
HOW can the ‘average age for

entry into 
prostitution be 13?

It must be the new math...

HOW DO THEY COME UP WITH THIS NONSENSE?

We only live 7 YEARS after  becoming sex workers?  You couldn’t

prove it  statistically, as this chart shows... Maybe someone ought to

tell the hundreds of thousands of adult sex workers who have,

through the years, used their sex work income to put themselves

through college, or to support themselves and their children so they

can leave an abusive husband, or to fund their other  endeavors until

they became successful in whatever field of  interest they have such

as writing, film making, photopgrahy, painting, sculpting, acting and

the many other arts and  activities in which they engage while doing

sex work or aspire to do when they save up enough money.  

The many actresses in Hollywood who worked in the biz before

they made it can attest to living far longer than 7 years...

1981 to 2012, but only35,371 females under 18...
Hmmm... SOMEBODY isSERIOUSLYmathematically chalenged...

The authors of the study to which ‘victim pimps’ referwhen they claim hundreds of thousands of “childrenat risk” said, “A close look at these diverse estimatesreveals that none are based on a strong scientific foundation. They are mostly educated guesses orextrapolations based on questionable assumptions...The reality is...  scientifically credible estimates do not exist.”

All of the charts, graphs, source  
documents and links can be found here:
www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com
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